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	Welcome to Microsoft Access 2013—Illustrated Brief. This book has a unique design: each skill is presented on two facing

	pages, with steps on the left and screens on the right. The layout makes it easy to learn a skill without having to read a lot of

	text and flip pages to see an illustration.

	Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages both computer rookies and hot shots in mastering Microsoft Access 2013 quickly and efficiently. Skills are accessible and easy-to-follow thanks to the Illustrated Series' hallmark 2-page layout, which allows students to see an entire task in one view. New Learning Outcomes outline the skills covered in each lesson, and larger full-color screens represent exactly what students should see on their own computers. Each unit begins with a brief overview of the principles of the lesson, and introduces a case study for further application.
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Key Concepts in Marketing (SAGE Key Concepts series)Sage Publications, 2009

	Key Concepts in Marketing introduces and examines the key issues, methods, models and debates that define the field of marketing today.


	Each entry comprises of:


	-Definition


	-Summary


	-Broader discussion


	-Examples and illustrations


	-Key literature and further reading
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OS X Mavericks For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Coast through OS X Mavericks with help from Dr. Mac and For Dummies


	Ready to make friends with Mavericks? Then, Dr. Mac’s your man. Author and longtime Mac guru, Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus shares his witty insights and helpful tips in this full-color update to his bestselling OS X guide. You’ll...
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UNIX Application Migration Guide (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2003
This book contains guidelines and best practices for porting existing UNIX applications to Microsoft Windows, and covers planning and implementation issues and reviews the different ways in which such a migration can be done.

This guide is designed to give you the best information available about the issues that you are likely to face if...
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Advanced FileMaker Pro 6 Web DevelopmentWordware Publishing, 2003
In this second book from Wordware Publishing on advanced FileMaker  development techniques, consultants Bob Bowers and Steve Lane focus on  publishing FileMaker data to the World Wide Web. The authors introduce the major  web technologies that can be used with FileMaker and explain the general  principles of designing data-driven web...
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Edith and Florence Stoney, Sisters in Radiology (Springer Biographies)Springer, 2019

	This book explores the lives and achievements of two Irish sisters, Edith and Florence Stoney, who pioneered the use of new electromedical technologies, especially X-rays but also ultraviolet radiation and diathermy. In addition, the narrative follows several intertwined themes as experienced by the sisters during their lifetimes. Their...
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Dangerous Harvest: Drug Plants and the Transformation of Indigenous LandscapesOxford University Press, 2004
Throughout history almost all traditional indigenous societies have used psychoactive substances derived from plants in religious and healing rituals. Once such plants are adopted by outsiders for profane use, the often impoverished peasant farmers who grow them are faced with a life of extreme poverty or are lured by the prospect of a very...
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